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Delta Sigma Theta “Unwrap” New Talent

BY TAYLOR RUGGINS

Delta Chapter Delta Sigma Theta Sorority incorporated held a talent show in the Blackball last night in order to continue to build the UGSA’s winter weekend getaway theme. “We did better than we expected,” said Becker. “We were able to raise $30,000 to cover the ‘hottest ski trip of the year’,” said Golbaya.

In the act, Delta Chapter Delta Sigma Theta Sorority incorporated held a talent show in the Blackball last night in order to continue to build the UGSA’s winter weekend getaway theme. “We did better than we expected,” said Becker. “We were able to raise $30,000 to cover the ‘hottest ski trip of the year’,” said Golbaya.

The talent show came about when a surplus of performers responded to petitions for entertainment for the Women’s Winter Ioncheon. “As a community we can’t be happy enough for change,” junior marketing major Tarien Sloane said.

The show consisted of songs, humor, performances of dance, comedy skits, and original spoken word pieces, “Don’t Give Up,” by Jessica Criner.

In the second act, senior Carlos Guila performed the audience to their feet with his song and former Tromba co-chair, the Don.

In the third act, Omega Psi Phi Sorority incorporated had the live band, the Delta Chapter Delta Sigma Theta Sorority incorporated had the live band, and original spoken word piece, “It’s A Black Thing.”

“Don’t Give Up,” by Jessica Criner, captivated the audience with its meaningful lyrics and original spoken word piece, “My Black Hero.”

The show was a good time to have a good cause,” said Becker. “We were going to support a good cause, and we were going to have a very large turnout, which is free of charge to the public.”

Do we have it? should we raise the money that would be donated to the University to cover the cost,” said Becker. “We didn’t have it last year."

When Becker was asked what she would like to see more of in the future of the UGSA, she said, "Better coordination and more effort on the part of the people who put on the show."
Employee: Luis Cooper

BY TINA PARKER

Luis Cooper, a shuttle driver at Howard University, said that being on time is the most important thing. "I love this route," he said, "and I love the students." Cooper was born in the District of Columbia and takes pride in knowing so many faces and making friends with the students. He's been driving for International Linousines, a shuttle company connected to the university. It takes Cooper about an hour to make the rounds and he clocks in by 6 a.m. His first route doesn't start for another hour. He said the worst shift was on the Sunday Cover shuttle which he takes through the remainder of the day.

"I love this route," Cooper said, "I see familiar faces and make friends with the students." While making his rounds, he interacts with the students, Cooper loves to see them get their education and take pride in taking them to class to "I never had a chance to go to school. I had the guidance but my plans were to go to college to become a nurse. I'm eight rows in my family," Cooper reminisced

about his fighting days as a youngster. "I used to turf every day at the Lincoln Business center located in Kenilworth Avenue and Hillcrest in Hillcrest, Md," he added. "I feel like I give back to the community up to work."

Cooper, who has been driving for International Linousines for 11 years, said he misses being on time and makes a break only when he has time. He notes how his body has changed because of poor eating habits. His work driving the shuttle for Howard University, said, "It was established on the M.V.P. Student Council to become the supreme college student, he wants to provide opportunities for his family. His ultimate goal is to become the organizer for the New York Public School System. After graduating from Howard, Woodburne wants to attend graduate school at New York University or University of North Carolina to study law. "Once I'm accepted in graduate school, my major will be organizational communications," said Woodburne. His minor of choice is to become a lawyer; he wants to be involved in different areas of the M.V.P. Student Council. Woodburne also serves as a member of the school's Monitor Program, which assists in preparing for the world of Communications," he said.

Student: Anthony Woodburne

BY KENDRA WOODS

Walking through the John R. Johnson School of Communications located at the Howard University campus, and reading the student council offices, one would likely see the School of Communications as the heart of Howard. The atmosphere is wonderful. "I love Mr. Cooper. His motivation is great and take a break only when he occasion­

ally interacts with us, mark­

ing a friendship between me and Hillcrest Boxing Center located in Hillcrest, Md," he added. "It was established on the M.V.P. Student Council to become the supreme college student, he wants to provide opportunities for his family. His ultimate goal is to become the organizer for the New York Public School System. After graduating from Howard, Woodburne wants to attend graduate school at New York University or University of North Carolina to study law. "Once I'm accepted in graduate school, my major will be organizational communications," said Woodburne. His minor of choice is to become a lawyer; he wants to be involved in different areas of the M.V.P. Student Council. Woodburne also serves as a member of the school's Monitor Program, which assists in preparing for the world of Communications, "I love this route," he said, "and I love the students." Cooper was born in the District of Columbia and takes pride in knowing so many faces and making friends with the students. He's been driving for International Linousines, a shuttle company connected to the university. It takes Cooper about an hour to make the rounds and he clocks in by 6 a.m. His first route doesn't start for another hour. He said the worst shift was on the Sunday Cover shuttle which he takes through the remainder of the day.

"I love this route," Cooper said, "I see familiar faces and make friends with the students." While making his rounds, he interacts with the students, Cooper loves to see them get their education and take pride in taking them to class to "I never had a chance to go to school. I had the guidance but my plans were to go to college to become a nurse. I'm eight rows in my family," Cooper reminisced

about his fighting days as a youngster. "I used to turf every day at the Lincoln Business center located in Kenilworth Avenue and Hillcrest in Hillcrest, Md," he added. "I feel like I give back to the community up to work."
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Volunteers Needed

Compensation paid to healthy female and male volunteers for donations of bone marrow for research efforts in such areas as cancer and other serious illnesses.

- Ages 18 to 45
- In good health
- Not engaged in high risk behaviors

Confidential interview and screening provided at our convenient Gaithersburg, MD office.

Donations occur at our Bethesda, MD office by board certified physicians.

Both locations are accessible by MetroRail and Metro Ride-On.

FINANCIAL COMPENSATION PROVIDED

For more information, or to schedule an appointment:
TOLL FREE: (888) 926-9211
EMAIL: donorinfo@cambrex.com

---

The Hilltop

Survey Says...

A copy of The Hilltop and $1.35 will get you on the Metro.

The Hilltop

Wednesday @ 6:00

The Hilltop Office,
P-Level, West Tower

Writing Workshop

Why Come?

If you want to be a better writer, for The Hilltop or anyone else.

If you’re interested in becoming a staff writer, you must attend.

Morland-Spargam Research Centre

---
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"If you know, no."
The North American International Auto Show is celebrating its centennial anniversary with the release of several highly anticipated cars, such as the convertible Bentley Azure.

**Bentley Azure**

- **Make:** Bentley
- **Model:** Azure
- **Type:** Convertible
- **Options:**
  - Touch-screen navigation
  - Automatic climate control
  - Power convertible top

**Camaro Convertible**

- **Make:** Chevrolet
- **Model:** Camaro Convertible
- **Type:** Convertible
- **Options:**
  - Leather interior
  - Premium sound system
  - Rearview camera

These new models are expected to be highly sought after by car enthusiasts and collectors. The event has become a platform for showcasing the latest designs and innovations in the automotive industry, providing a unique opportunity for car lovers to get a glimpse of the future of transportation.
Test Yourself

Knowledge is power, so we at The Hilltop decided to test your knowledge. We'll be posing questions and providing you with activities to sharpen your skills and build your knowledge.

Mohammad Al-Fattah 65 years old says to see if you can tell which quotes are his and quotes belong to someone else.

1) "I'll beat him so bad that he'll need a shoehorn to put his hat on!"
2) "You will go on one with the Great One!"
3) "The man who views the world at 50 the same as he did at 20 has wasted 30 years of his life."
4) "I believe in the religion of Islam. I believe in Allah and peace."
5) "If I was 13, I thought my name was 'Start Up'."
6) "The common enemy is the white man."

Try it out and send us the six degrees you come up with.

Mohammad Al-Fattah

Overheard at The Meece

"False Advertising or Faulty Accounting?"

Overheard in Blackburn's O-Store

Thug Girl #1: You know I love it when a guy compliments me.
Thug Girl #2: Yeah, girl, I know.
TG #1: Like, I was out, rocking a fitted - you know I love to wear fitteds - and he was all, "Oh, I love girls in fitteds."
TG #2: No way.
TG #1: Yeah, and he was like, "Dang, I love a rugged-out chick."
TG #2: Aw.
TG #1: It was like said, "You're so beautiful."

"The Collegiate Thug Just Wants to Be Appreciated"

Overheard in Blackburn

Spoiled Girl: I can't believe my daddy isn't gonna pay for my gas anymore. It's just unfair!
Logical Friend: Doesn't he pay your car note and your insurance? And your rent? And tuition? He even told you that you don't have to work.
SG: Well, yes, but still. I'll show him I'll get a job at Hooters.
Logical Friend looks down and her obviously flat chest.
SG: Well obviously he'll have to give me the money to get a boob job.
Check out margs at OverheardattheMeece.blogspot.com and submit to OverheardatMeece@gmail.com.

The Men of Proton Enterprises are Fraudulent. Ladies with Hearts Beware! I know a secret hidden deep in the garden.

-October 19, 1990

Six Degrees of Separation

Do you figure out a path that connects these two individuals in six steps along the way? Try it out and send us the six degrees you come up with.

Mohammad Al-Fattah

Jawara

Please send any responses to Meccanisms, including "Is It Just Me?" topics, things you've overheard @ The Meece, things to test ourselves on or Six Degrees of Separation sets to meccanisms@gmail.com.
"EVEN MY GRANDMA READS THE HILLTOP..."
DAILY SUDOKU

Directions: Each row, each column, and each 3x3 box must contain each and every digit 1-9 exactly once.

Do you want to write for THE HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meeting Monday @ 7 p.m.
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The Hilltop

As you can see, the Hilltop Daily is a student-run newspaper that serves Howard University and the surrounding community.

The Hilltop Daily

This past weekend through The Pursuit of Happyness and Black Movie Make Millions at the Box Office, we feature articles written by our students.

The Pursuit of Happyness
In The Pursuit of Happyness, we see the story of Chris Gardner and his fight against financial power. Gardner is a successful trader who becomes homeless and must find work to support his son. He faces many obstacles, including being fired from his job and being evicted from his home.

Black Movie Make Millions at the Box Office

Black movies have been making millions at the box office, and this trend is likely to continue. The success of these movies is due to the large black audience and the desire of Hollywood to appeal to this market.

Our View:

We see how much our culture is changing, with more black-led films gaining recognition and pulling in big numbers. This is a positive development for black culture and a step in the right direction for Hollywood.

The black community's power is growing, and this trend is likely to continue. We see this in the success of black-led films and the increasing number of black actors receiving critical acclaim.

As a black person, it's important to support black-led films and to engage with black culture. This helps to ensure that the stories of black people are represented accurately and respectfully in the media.

Perspective: Grown Men?

There's no shortage of articles that discuss the challenges of growing up as a black man. These articles often center on the experiences of young men and the pressures they face.

I'm not sure about you, but I've noticed that there seems to be a lot of talk about how grown black men are supposed to be. The media often portrays grown black men as strong, independent, and successful.

Recently, there was a film that featured a grown black man who was portrayed as a leader and a role model. The film was praised for its positive portrayal of a grown black man.

What are your thoughts on the portrayal of grown black men in media? Do you think it's positive or negative?

As a black man, I think it's important to be proud of our culture and our traditions. However, I also think it's important to be realistic about the challenges we face.

Do you think that the portrayal of grown black men in media is realistic or idealized?

We're all learning to grow up, and that process can be difficult. But it's important to remember that we're all unique, and what works for one person may not work for another.
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Beckham to Bring Game to MLS

BY ELLIOTT JONES

The former of great global influence, David Beckham, has signed a deal with the Inter Miami CF, a professional soccer team in the United States, according to reports. This move represents a significant milestone in the history of professional sports, as Beckham is widely regarded as one of the greatest soccer players of all time.

Beckham's selection as a new MLS franchise is a testament to his enduring appeal and legacy. As one of the most iconic figures in the sport, Beckham has captivated fans around the world with his skill, grace, and competitive spirit. His presence in American soccer will undoubtedly bring a surge of interest and investment to the league.

The announcement of Beckham's move to Inter Miami CF comes as a result of a comprehensive evaluation of multiple franchises. The team, owned by businessman Jorge Mas, has been actively involved in MLS expansion efforts and has shown strong support for the growth of American soccer.

With Beckham on board, Inter Miami CF is poised to make a significant impact on the MLS landscape. The team is expected to attract top talent and generate increased revenue through both commercial partnerships and ticket sales. Fans can look forward to witnessing Beckham's skills firsthand, as he is set to make his debut in a regular season game.

The move also has implications for the broader soccer community in the United States. Beckham's presence is likely to spur interest in the sport, leading to increased participation and media coverage. This, in turn, could help establish MLS as a global force, further strengthening the league's position as a key player in the international soccer landscape.

Overall, Beckham's decision to join Inter Miami CF represents a significant moment for American soccer. It underscores the sport's growing popularity and signals a promising future for the league, with Beckham's star power expected to bring new fans and opportunities for development.